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Summary
Gateway to the Bay is an urban design strategy to reposition the Inner Melbourne Foreshore as Melbourne's
principal urban waterfront. It identifies opportunities for the area to develop an international status and a role that
is complementary to the successful Southbank experience and the emerging Docklands development, whilst
preserving important heritage elements.
The framework addresses the State Government's objective of catering to the growing demand for waterfront
lifestyle, business and tourism opportunities within existing activity nodes. The underlying vision builds upon the
distinctive character of the area's parts. It strengthens existing connections between them and the CBD,
intergrating the Capital City with the Bay.
Port Melbourne, Albert Park, Middle Park and St Kilda together provide a significant environmental and recreational
asset for the local and wider communities. The complexity and intensity of issues related to urban development
within these areas emphasises the need for a clear policy framework. This document presents an urban structure
that concentrates new development at Port Melbourne, which is able to support a substantial re-positioning of
tourism and development opportunities; and at St Kilda, where development should build incrementally on its
unique and evolving character. The intrinsic value of the Albert Park-Middle Park heritage residential area will be best
served by limiting the intensity of development opportunities in the interests of both residents and visitors.
The Capital City Policy (1994), and a range of other Government initiatives and strategies adopted since 1994, have
been directed toward connecting the city, the Yarra River corridor and Hobsons Bay. The Inner Melbourne foreshore
has historically been linked to the social and economic vitality of Melbourne. Just as the Southbank development
successfully repositioned Central City on the river, the Bay's foreshore offers the opportunity to add an active and
inviting waterfront to Melbourne's central attractions.

FIGURE 1.1

Major developments such as Beacon Cove have already significantly broadened new residential lifestyle opportunities in Port Melbourne. While many elements of the Capital City Policy have been implemented, there is still potential to strengthen the relationship between the city and the foreshore. Gateway to the Bay provides a strategy for
enhancing this relationship as well as a policy basis for the assessment of specific development proposals. Beneficial
development opportunities are maximised while the area's urban character is maintained.

The recommendations from this document are
1. That Gateway to the Bay be adopted by State and local government authorities and appropriately expressed in the
State Planning Policy Framework and the Port Phillip Planning Scheme.
2. That in accordance with the requirements of Section 12 of the Planning and Environment Act, Port Phillip City
Council has regard to the Victoria Planning Provisions and Gateway to the Bay when its Municipal Strategic Statement and Planning Scheme are reviewed.
3. That coordination and implementation groups be established to manage areas of joint State and local government
interest.
4. That a detailed urban structure plan with urban design policies and guidelines be prepared for both St Kilda and
Port Melbourne, to identify actions and projects for implementation and establish priorities for future consideration.
5. That significant development applications located within the precincts of Port Melbourne and St Kilda, designated
within this framework, include an Urban Context Report conforming to current DOI guidelines (see Appendix 1).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Victorian Capital City Policy (1994) and its present
review establish a long term vision for Melbourne's
importance to its metropolitan area and the State. It
aims to elevate Melbourne to the rank of the world's
most desirable cities for tourism, trade and business.
•
One of the main objectives of the policy is to reinforce
Melbourne's Capital City role through interconnecting
•
its specific areas of State significance and so enrich
Victoria's international profile and competitiveness as a •
cultural centre and tourist destination. The policy
establishes the need for an integral connection
between Melbourne and its waterfront.
•
Melbourne's location on both Yarra River and Port
Phillip Bay offers significant potential to increase its
•
appeal to residents and businesses, and to intensify
tourist and recreational use of the waterfront. The
Southbank development has successfully linked the city
to the Yarra River. Its development has benefited from
the direction set out in the Capital City Policy, which
initiated the Southbank Strategy and subsequent
design studies and guidelines.
Current private and public sector initiatives such as the
development of Docklands, the Port of Melbourne and
Beacon Cove have begun the process of linking the city
to the sea. Similarly, there is a need for strategic

The trend towards urban living and the desirability of
Bay locations are setting pressures for development
and urban consolidation in this area. The complexity
and intensity of issues related to such development
emphasises the need for a clear urban design framework to resolve policy conflicts between:
urban consolidation and urban conservation
Capital City role and local role
needs and amenity of the current local community,
future community and visitors
higher intensity of urban activities and the current
village lifestyle
the interface of public and private land.
Gateway to the Bay responds to these issues within the
context of reinforcing existing links between the city
and the Bay. It provides the basis for strategic coordination between State and local governments and other
stakeholders, balancing the diverse needs of the local
and regional community. It will also contribute to both
the final outcome of the Capital City Policy review and
the implementation of the Port Phillip Planning
Scheme.

direction to ensure that the Inner Melbourne Foreshore
area can fulfil the objectives of both its local and
Capital City role.
The Inner Melbourne Foreshore area comprises urban
elements shared by both the Capital City and the City
of Port Phillip. These include Port Melbourne, Albert
Park, Middle Park, St Kilda, Southbank, major
parklands, the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre
and the working port. It represents a significant
environmental and recreational asset to the local and
wider communities and complements the system of

FIGURE 1.2 THE INNER MELBOURNE FORESHORE IN CONTEXT

tourist destinations in inner Melbourne (see Fig.1.2).
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1.1 BACKGROUND
The Inner Melbourne Foreshore area is located only
three kilometres from the CBD and has excellent public
transport access. It has a clear urban structure with a
predominantly residential Victorian Precinct (Emerald
Hill, Albert Park and Middle Park) contained by two
very different activity precincts at St Kilda and Port
Melbourne.
This Urban Design Framework aims to establish the
role, relationships and hierarchy of these two mixed
activity precincts to the CBD. The two precincts
represent two distinctly different urban typologies'that
imply different combinations of activity and different
potential for urban life and experience.
Southbank and Docklands have already reintroduced
the waterfront as an integral part of the image and
function of Melbourne's CBD. Port Melbourne and St
Kilda connect central Melbourne to the sea and will
play a key role in realising the full potential of the
waterfront as a major Capital City asset.
Waterfronts are central to the urban character and
image of many other cities. Oslo, Copenhagen, Genoa,
Boston and Chicago, for example, have developed
successful, exciting and vital urban waterfronts that are
highly visible parts of the cityscape.
Sydney's image relies mostly on the strong relationship
of built elements to the natural landscape and the
harbour. Melbourne's urban environment relies on
formal relationships of urban elements to define its
character. St Kilda, Port Melbourne and the CBD are
significant contributors to this formal image.
The challenge of this Urban Design Framework is to
define appropriate built form for these mixed use hubs
of activity as foci for commercial and industrial use,
higher density residential development and a diversity
of attractions for residents, visitors and tourists.

Port Melbourne
Since its earliest days, Port Melbourne has performed
the role of a water gateway for Victoria. Today the
regular Tasmanian ferry service makes Port Melbourne
an important interstate link. The volume of passenger
transport and special visits by cruise vessels is increasing.

Port Melbourne is the closest part of Port Phillip Bay to
the CBD. Easily accessed, it offers the most direct
opportunity to experience the Inner Melbourne
Foreshore from the CBD. Its past role as an industrial
centre and the key migrant arrival point are part of the
State's industrial and cultural heritage.
The shipping terminals and Station Pier, and the City
Link and West Gate Freeway, which dominate the
northern boundary of the municipality, form part of
Melbourne's strategic infrastructure system. The street
grid and utility networks to support these facilities
gives Port Melbourne a legacy of urban infrastructure
comparable with the CBD grid. This represents a
strategic opportunity for new development to take
advantage of these relatively under-utilised assets.

FIGURE 1.3 AKER BRYGGE COMPLEX, OSLO, NORWAY
St Kilda
St Kilda has a traditional role as the playground of
Melbourne and is one of its most significant cultural
precincts. Famous for its food, markets and festivals, it
is recognised throughout Australia as an inner city
resort. Its mixture of cultures, age groups, activities,
eclectic architecture and bayside location is a unique
combination, widely acknowledged as one of Melbourne's great assets.
St Kilda's significance is assisted by its particular
topography, which includes the only significant land
elevation within the Inner Melbourne Foreshore. There
are also a number of strategically located sites owned
by the State (eg The Palace and land abutting the
Lower Esplanade) that are capable of being developed
to strengthen the existing character of St Kilda and link
it to its waterfront.

FIGURE 1.4 AKER BRYGGE COMPLEX, OSLO, NORWAY
The Victorian Precinct - Emerald Hill, Albert Park
and Middle Park
The areas of Middle Park, Emerald Hill and Albert Park
exemplify late Victorian and early twentieth century
urban settlement of the highest quality. The streets,
squares, parks and landscaping support a consistent
urban fabric and reinforce Melbourne's claim to being
one of the world's most livable cities, presenting a
unique Victorian city image.
The predominantly low one to four storey development height throughout this precinct gives Melbourne's CBD and developments along St Kilda Rd
sweeping views towards the Bay. It provides an
important backdrop for the dramatic rise of the CBD
form, which is one of the primary images of Melbourne.

FIGURE 1.5 ROWE'S WHARF, BOSTON
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uwL_AtritV 1.2 OBJECTIVES
The key objectives of Gateway to the Bay are:
to consolidate policy positions and future directions
to present a strategy in relation to areas of State
significance and to avoid ad hoc development
to provide a clear direction for development that
responds to the foreshore's role as an integral part of
the Capital City
•

to identify potential for infrastructure improvements.

Hobson Bay

1.3 STUDY AREA
The primary area for the study covers Port Melbourne,
Emerald Hill, Albert Park, Middle Park and St Kilda (see
Fig 1.6).

1.4 KEY ISSUES
A central issue to the implementation of Gateway to
the Bay is the desire of existing residents to maintain
the current amenity of the area. This may at times be
at odds with visitors' desire to access the foreshore and
prospective residents' wish for new and varied lifestyle
choices by the Bay.

Port Phillip Ray

Other key issues include:
existing development pressures
the Southbank and Docklands developments which
place a new focus on waterfront and waterborne
activities
INFRA•.?•TRUCTURE
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•

preserving the amenity of the area while
accommodating change

■

protection of the natural environment and cultural
heritage as significant public assets

1000n

utilisation of infrastructure (eg. transport)
redevelopment of industrial and like sites

FIGURE 1.6 STUDY AREA

■

changes in the urban management and development
approval processes

•

the City Link project, which it is anticipated will
improve metropolitan access to the precinct.
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1.5 STUDY METHOD
Against this background, the brief development stage
of the project was initiated by the Department of
Infrastructure (DOI) and involved the City of Port
Phillip. This work and agreed preliminary policy
directions and ideas were foreshadowed and
incorporated in a display prepared for a public
consultation forum conducted by the City of Port

B. Geographic Strategy Level/Urban Design Frame-

policy direction derived from Section 2
•

analysis of existing conditions at Port Melbourne and
St Kilda

•

development of urban form options

Phillip in March 1998.
DOI took the lead in developing a framework for the
Inner Melbourne Foreshore, mindful of relevant
strategic issues and State objectives. The City of Port
Phillip focused on the Review of Height Controls and
Development Controls work that is incorporated in
Amendment C5 to the Port Phillip Planning Scheme.
Presentations of DOI's work in progress (including
analysis work and proposed policy directions) were
made to council officers and also to members of both
the Central Coastal Board and the Victorian Coastal
Council on separate occasions.

STUDY METHOD

work ( Section 3 of this report) which includes:

Trigger
•
Capital City Policy Review
•
Disposal of public land
•
Development pressure

•

workshop - review of framework options with the
reference group
•

Broad review of relevant policies
and strategies
Capital City Policy
•
Living Suburbs
•
Coastal Strategy
•
State Planning Framework
•

synthesis of strategic framework plans for the key
precincts of Port Melbourne and St Kilda.

a)

0
0_

A workshop was also held (see Appendix 4, Workshop)
with key representatives from government agencies
and design professions. DOI's work in progress was
presented to the group for discussion and feedback
followed by a more intense design exercise on the
proposed higher density precincts of St Kilda and Port
Melbourne.

Regional analysis of the foreshore
Topography
•
•
History
•
Land use/ activity
•
Infrastructure
•
Built form and density

•
Issues
Opportunities
Constraints
SWOT analysis

Capital City Policy
Update

Broad
Framework
Options

DOI's review was undertaken on two levels:
Policy Level ( Section 2 of this report) which
includes:

■

review of the relevant policies and strategies (at both
State and local levels)

•

extraction of specific policy objectives and directions

•

analysis of the regional issues

•

development of the Capital City Policy update (as a
brief for Section 3).

Geographic Strategy

V_

A.

Urban Design
Framework

FIGURE 1.7 STUDY METHOD FLOWCHART
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Workshop

2.0 POLICY REVIEW Er ANALYSIS
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Current policy

2.1 GOVERNMENT POLICY

Under the Victoria Planning Provisions the State
Planning Policy Framework requires planning authorities to have regard to certain policy documents

State Government policy as early as 1925 sought to
bring Melbourne closer to the Bay (Figs 2.1, 2.2 & 2.3).
In a similar way to that in which the Southbank
development successfully repositioned the central city
on the river, the Bay's foreshore offers a promise of

Background

city to the Bay. Both St Kilda and Port Melbourne were
selected to play key roles in this strategy, in addition to
the Southbank precinct and the Docklands area. In
particular, Port Melbourne was selected as a development opportunity of State significance.

•

to protect areas with significant recreational and
natural values, such as Port Phillip Bay, from develop-

In addition to these general policy directives the Capital

City Policy (1994) called for the establishment of
gateways to inner Melbourne to better define the
capital city area while enhancing the visitor experience.
The City of Port Phillip's Municipal Strategic Statement
refers to the protection of the Port Phillip foreshore by
ensuring that new development either on, or in
proximity to, the foreshore reserve does not:

•

to conserve places that have natural historic or
cultural significance
to maintain and enhance public enjoyment of the
coast.

overshadow the foreshore reserve

•

lead to increased traffic congestion or parking
problems

•

reduce the net volume of public open space on the
foreshore

ment which would diminish these values
•

to achieve high quality urban design and architecture,
particularly in relation to public realm.

to consolidate existing urban areas and higher density
•
development near public transport

Environment

•

create air, water or noise pollution or any other threat
to the sensitive natural environment.

FIGURE 2.1 URBAN FRAMEWORK
FRAMEWORK FOR THE FUTURE, 1984
Waterway

Housing

•
In line with the 1984 urban concept, the State Government 's Capital City Policy (fig. 2.3) identified the value
of key connections and renewed the idea of greater
•
roles for St Kilda and Port Melbourne as gateways to
the city. It specifically recognised Station Pier and
Albert Park as facilities of State importance, which
would require better integration with the CBD.

to encourage development of medium-density
housing
to improve housing choice and make better use of
existing infrastructure.

Economic development
•

to encourage consolidation of mixed-use activity
centres which are highly accessible to the community

•

to encourage tourism development and build on
Melbourne's strengths as an international communications link.
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•

Settlement
•

to encourage development in areas of under-used
infrastructure capacity.

Design and built form

Policy directions relevant to the foreshore are summarised below and detailed in Appendix 2. They are
evaluated against principles of land use and development planning referred to in the State Planning Policy
Framework. The general policy directives are:

The importance of the Inner Melbourne foreshore has
long been recognised, as evidenced by key planning
initiatives proposed this century. The first report of the
Metropolitan Town Planning Commission in 1925
recognised the importance of both St Kilda and Port
Melbourne as gateways to Melbourne for visitors and
tourists.

The 1984 Victorian Government vision for inner
Melbourne in Framework for the Future (Fig 2.1)
further advanced the idea of stronger links from the

•

including:

Creating Prosperity: Victoria's Capital City Policy
Transporting Melbourne
Living Suburbs: Melbourne Metropolitan Policy
Victorian Coastal Strategy.

active and attractive water edge living for Victorians.

The Commission boldly stated that "the approach to
the city from the bay should be made worthy of the
metropolis and should be a broad highway lined with
native trees, lawns and gardens such as would leave a
deep impression on the mind of the visitor and be a
source of pride to the citizens".

Infrastructure
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FIGURE 2.2 MELBOURNE AND SUBURBS 1925
FIRST REPORT OF THE METROPOLITAN TOWN PLANNING COMMISSION, 1925
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2.2 REGIONAL ANALYSIS

10 20 30 40

40

30

Topography
The original topography of Melbourne included an
extensive area of swamp centred on the present Albert
Park Lake. Subsequent landfill stabilised the flat plain
characteristic of Port Melbourne, and the Albert Park
and Middle Park area. The only two natural elevations
are at Emerald Hill and St Kilda.
The St Kilda elevation continues roughly along St Kilda
Road towards Kings Domain and the Yarra River
creating an eastern edge to the foreshore. The CBD,
with its two natural hills and characteristic high rise
development clustered to reinforce the topography,
provides another edge to the Port Melbourne plain.

10
30
40

The relatively featureless topography and large open
scale of the foreshore are significant constraints in the
process of establishing a distinguishable and attractive
urban structure. While the dramatic visual presence of
Melbourne's CBD effectively reinforces its central
function, Port Melbourne is not easy to distinguish
from its residential neighbours. Sandridge Bay Towers
and Station Pier offer some visual interest to this area

50
50

50

and during visits of large ships the water gateway is
clearly marked.

50

The natural elevation of St Kilda supported by existing
built form makes it slightly more distinguishable in the
foreshore landscape.

40

FIGURE 2.4 TOPOGRAPHY, MELBOURNE AND SURROUNDS
• • • • • • • • study area
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History
The history of the Inner Melbourne Foreshore reinforces its division into three distinct precincts; it also
highlights the role that the precincts of Port Melbourne
and St Kilda played in strengthening the connection
between Port Phillip Bay and the city.

The founder of Port Melbourne, W. Liardet, established
a ferry service to shipping in the Bay, carrying goods
and passengers between the Port and the City of
Melbourne by boat on the Yarra River, and by carriage
overland. By 1852, with the flood of gold rush immigration, Hobsons Bay was crowded with ships, and
large numbers of passengers and cargo were passing
through Port Melbourne.

Port Melbourne

FIGURE 2.5
MAP OF MELBOURNE AND SURROUNDS, 1864

Surveyor William Darke chose the name of Sandridge
when he mapped the shoreline of Port Phillip Bay in
1836. Sandridge was later to be called Port Melbourne.

The economic base of Port Melbourne was almost
solely dependent on its position in relation to the Bay
and to the railway line which linked it to the city.
Australia's first railway line, the Melbourne and
Hobsons Bay Railway, opened in September 1854.
Port Melbourne has always played a fundamental role
in Melbourne's transport infrastructure, supporting
Melbourne's position as Australia's shipping hub. It
was one of Australia's prime water gateways for many
thousands of migrants until the late 1960s. Station Pier
is still Melbourne's passenger terminal and has
potential for increased importance through tourism.
Port Melbourne's transport role was supported by
large warehousing facilities and industrial activities. Its
strategic location helped it to become an important
industrial precinct, which only started to lose prominence 20 years ago. While the area around Bay Street
is clearly changing its role, industrial and transport
activities still dominate the western part of Port
Melbourne.
The Port Melbourne area was also home to a large
number of local workers who managed to develop
their own distinct culture. In the past 10 years this
culture has been in decline due to the changing role of
Port Melbourne, a reduction in population and a
continuous process of gentrification.
The significance of Port Melbourne and the direct link
between the CBD and the Bay is very clear on early
maps (for example, Fig 2.6) showing a high level of
development both along the foreshore and in the
corridor linking it with the city. This development
precedes the residential subdivisions of Albert Park and
Middle Park. The street widths and building block sizes
of Port Melbourne are comparable with those of the
CBD alluding to the original importance of this area
and the intensity of activity that has taken place there.

St Kilda
Blocks of land were sold in west St Kilda in 1842 and
by 1854 well over 200 houses were established in the
area.
From its earliest time St Kilda has been a resort quite
distinct from surrounding areas. As early as 1849 the
beach was described as being a favourite resort of
young people, and in 1853 the St Kilda Pier and Jetty
Company was formed and a commercial jetty built.
This established a new focus for activities on the
foreshore; here Captain Kenny's Bathing Ship was set
up in 1858 and four years later, Hegarty's Baths were
opened.
A good macadamised road from Melbourne and an
omnibus line were established in the 1850s. The
opening of the railway line in 1857 (one of Melbourne's earliest) did much to accelerate the development of the area, bringing pleasure seekers from other
suburbs to the resort.
Albert Park Lake was formed in the 1870s. Fitzroy
Street grew as a shopping area, well served by both
train and tram and close to the amusements of the
foreshore. In 1881 Beaconsfield Parade was completed.
Improvements in the Edwardian and postwar periods
included the Esplanade, Catani Gardens and Luna Park.
Throughout the 20th century there have been successive waves of multiple-unit residential development.
These waves are wide ranging in their form and quality
and contribute to the eclectic mix of St Kilda.

The Victorian Precinct
The role of this area as a quality residential precinct has
not significantly changed. Together with East Melbourne and Parkville, this Victorian Precinct supports
inner Melbourne's liveability and is a most sought after
residential area.
Developed in the late Victorian era and early twentieth
century it has maintained most of its original form.
This precinct now represents a heritage asset of State
significance. It is an international example of late
Victorian period planning and development. The
combination of street grid, subdivision pattern, use of
small squares and parks, landscape and architecture
offers a comprehensive experience of the Victorian era,
a general term used in this report. This experience has
the potential to attract a large number of visitors and
tourists.
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Land use and activity

eZrAIM :::

The Inner Melbourne Foreshore contributes to a much
larger system, which includes the CBD, Southbank, the

FIGURE 2.6 REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

St Kilda Road corridor and St Kilda Junction. The broad
specialisation of the St Kilda precinct includes arts,
cultural and entertainment services, food and residential opportunities.

CBD/ Southbank/ St Kilda Road
Entertainment / Cultural & arts

Port Melbourne was originally established as a major
water transport gateway and still retains a strong

Docklands - mixed-use precinct

transport role. The nature of industrial activity in Port
Melbourne is changing from general to more specialised production, including media, advanced technology
and industry services. Bay Street has traditional
neighbourhood retail role and offers food and entertainment services. Port Melbourne is increasingly
becoming an urban residential location.
The foreshore represents a regional recreational asset
and several points such as St Kilda Pier and Station Pier
are major tourist attractions. Both foreshore activity
precincts are isolated from direct connections to the
CBD. The activities in Port Melbourne's Bay Street are
not linked with Clarendon Street, which isolates the
Bay from the city. This means that people in the city
have little appreciation of the proximity of the foreshore. St Kilda is effectively cut off from St Kilda Road
and Chapel Street activities by the transport dominated
structures at St Kilda Junction.
The perceived isolation of St Kilda and Port Melbourne
from the St Kilda Road corridor and the city respectively is a major constraint on greater utilisation of the
foreshore by Melburnians and tourists.
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Port and industrial zone
Mixed-use areas
Predominantly residential areas
Regional recreational assets

Station Pier - water transport gateway
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Land use opportunities
There are opportunities for strengthening the corridor
connections and removing the perception of isolation

FIGURE 2.7 POTENTIAL ACTIVITY STRUCTURE

of Port Melbourne and St Kilda. These opportunities
are:

CBD activities
•

building on existing and establishing new, attractive
and legible concentrations of activity at Port Melbourne and St Kilda

•

removing the physical /perceptual isolation and
barriers such as at Clarendon Street and St Kilda

Mixed-use
(arts / cultural / residential / entertainment)

• • •

St Kilda link
(offices / residential / parkland)

I • • I

Port Melbourne link, characterised by mixed-use
(specialised industry/ tourism / residential / retail)

•

Port Melbourne mixed-use area
(specialised industry / tourism / water gateway)

St Kilda mixed-use area
(cultural and entertainment / fringe / arts)

Recreational link

Junction.
These activities include strategic opportunities for
higher intensity residential and commercial development that utilises the existing urban fabric existing in
central areas of Port Melbourne and around St Kilda
Junction. Areas around Rouse, Pickles and Bay Streets
contain many large industrial sites, which could
support housing or mixed-use development (see Fig
2.7). The introduction of housing into these areas will
strengthen pedestrian activities, improve public safety
and provide local patronage for retail and other
services.
Provision of more facilities at the Port Melbourne
gateway could also add to the variety of experiences
presently available within the inner Melbourne area.
International examples, such as San Francisco's
Fisherman's Wharf precinct, indicate that places of
high attraction within 3-5 kilometres of the centre are
easily presented as central attractions.
A major opportunity exists for the strategic rethinking
of St Kilda Junction while still taking account of
through traffic needs. The present arrangement of St
Kilda Junction and its surrounds is unfriendly to
pedestrians and, due to its poor image, is ineffective
for commercial activities. The development potential of
this area could be realised through increased car
parking and an improved public transport interchange
combined with mixed ground-floor uses and highdensity housing, brought together in a much improved
image.
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Access and movement
Regional transport infrastructure provides accessibility
for most visitors to the foreshore. The physical infra-

FIGURE 2.8 REGIONAL TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

structure of public transport is well developed and
covers the important destinations. However the
opportunity exists to strengthen these links parallel to
the foreshore.

Freeway system and main exits / entries
Major arterial roads

With the completion of City Link, metropolitan access
to the foreshore by car will further improve. While

Major boulevards

destination traffic to key foreshore areas is relatively
small, major roads like Marine Parade, Beaconsfield
Parade and Bay Street carry significant through traffic
to the West Gate Freeway. Webb Dock is likely to
continue to generate traffic which impacts on Port
Melbourne. This affects the environmental quality of
the area and impacts on its recreational and entertainment functions.
There is a general lack of car parking close to important
public destinations such as Station Pier in Port Melbourne and the Esplanade area of St Kilda. Any
increase in visitor numbers will put further pressure on
local car parking.
Important water transport amenities are poorly
developed and lack the sophistication of the facilities
that originally existed in this area. In the nineteenth
century, the area of Port Melbourne had three working
piers, now only one is used. There are clearly opportunities to increase water transport and establish better
water terminals in this section of the foreshore.
The St Kilda Junction traffic/tram conflict was resolved
in the 1960s when the Queens Way-Dandenong Road
connection was developed as an underpass to the
junction. The junction now works well for through
traffic but is effectively a barrier for pedestrian movement and does not function well as a tram connection
to St Kilda.
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Access and movement opportunities
Further to the analysis, accessibility to the foreshore

FIGURE 2.9 TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE OPPORTUNITIES

could be improved by:
•

Tram network
Potential new tram links

increased visitor car parking at Port Melbourne and
other locations around St Kilda; while it should
support activities on the foreshore, it is important that
new car parking does not affect the amenity of
existing housing on the foreshore

-4)
St
#

visitors' tram loops (similar to the City Circle) in both

Potential redevelopment (St Kilda Junction and Port

activity centres, linking the St Kilda Junction to
foreshore loop; and Station Pier to Victoria Street
tram line

Melbourne) incorporating improved boulevard
treatment, public transport facilities and parking

the redevelopment of St Kilda Junction as a mixed-use
activity precinct and pedestrian precinct, supported by
an improved public transport interchange and legible

Water transport links to surrounding Bay attractions

signage for pedestrians

(#

water transport links to St Kilda, Williamstown,
Melbourne Docklands
water transport links to Bay attractions such as
Queenscliff, the Mornington Peninsula, the revitalised
Geelong Foreshore and Frankston (see the Victorian
Coastal Strategy, p. 46, fig. 10).
•

better signage and legibility at Port Melbourne and St
Kilda.
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Built form and environment
The complex legacy of many grids is a unique feature
of the foreshore urban structure. Unlike most other
parts of Melbourne where the metropolitan grid was
imposed on the land irrespective of the landform,
natural features or key road links, this area displays a
system of grids, which mostly coincide, with the
topographical, functional and historic characteristics of
the precincts.
Port Melbourne's grid is based on the most direct link
to the CBD. The planners of Emerald Hill attempted to
establish a grid, which extended the CBD system to the
south side of the Yarra River. The grids of Albert Park,
Middle Park and St Kilda are oriented to the foreshore.
The system of grids offers an opportunity to improve
legibility and reinforce the visual richness of this area
with an appropriate juxtaposition of buildings along
the precinct boundaries.
Melbourne relies mainly on the man-made form and
landscape for its image. The triangle linking St Kilda,
Port Melbourne and the CBD plays a particularly
important role in defining Melbourne. It is determined

Key environmental assets, in addition to the foreshore,
include Albert Park, smaller parks such as Gasworks
Park, St Vincent Gardens and the system of boulevards.
Further development should be directed toward
maintaining the quality of existing assets and making a
positive rather than negative environmental impact on
the precinct.

FIGURE 2.10 REGIONAL URBAN SYSTEMS - GRIDS
Noddle grid

St Kilda Road corridor

The urban character of inner Melbourne was mostly
established in the nineteenth century. With some
notable exceptions, such as St Kilda Road, the street
grid, scale of development and architectural character
of much of inner Melbourne limits opportunities for
new urban models to emerge.
The western quarter of inner Melbourne, with its high
concentration of industrial sites in a state of transition,
offers the best opportunity to develop new concepts
and images relevant to the new century. While some of
these concepts will no doubt emerge in Docklands,
Port Melbourne offers a major opportunity to explore
new models for housing, commercial and entertainment development appropriate to the foreshore
location.

Port Melbourne / Southbank system

III •
• Ill
IN
U.
III
II •

South Melbourne system

Foreshore grid

Metropolitan grid

by the high-rise edge of St Kilda Road development
culminating in the CBD. This edge "gallery" overlooks
flat, mostly low-rise areas to the west, giving excellent
views to the Bay.
The presence of the low-rise Victorian Precinct,
including parks and gardens close to the CBD, is valued
by the public as a unique and attractive Melbourne
characteristic. Most of this area is covered by relatively
low-scale development with a few isolated high-rise
buildings such as the public housing flats and private
towers located in an apparently random manner along
Beaconsfield Parade.
The natural expectation of the high-rise form is that it
signifies an important location or concentration of
activities (such as the CBD). Due to the inappropriate
placing of towers, the visual importance of St Kilda is
undermined, while Port Melbourne is presently
indistinguishable from the surrounding areas (Fig
2.11).

FIGURE 2.11 REPRESENTATIVE URBAN ELEMENTS
CBD scale development

Existing high rise

Medium size tower development

Predominantly low rise development

Open space / parks

CBD / St Kilda Road edge

View corridor
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Built form opportunities

•

The Beacon Cove development has already demonstrated a strong demand for highly urbanised forms of
development close to the Bay, including apartment
style housing and medium-density dwellings. Demand

areas.

Based on an analysis of accessibility, opportunities for
development, ability to play a more strategic role and

This option would attempt to limit development
densities to be broadly similar to the existing context,
in order to maintain local amenity.

state of transition, the following opportunities were
identified:
•

the establishment of a clear urban hierarchy for the
foreshore, with two tight concentrations of highdensity development framing views from the city and
defining both ends of Beaconsfield Parade

•

consolidation and intensification of development
within the St Kilda Junction area

•

conservation of the character and scale of development within the Victorian Precinct.

(through precedent) causing potential disturbance
across a wide area.
Because development would be dispersed, it would
also fail to improve the legibility (ie ability to understand visually) or the strength of the city image,
particularly as seen from the water.

forms, which provide enduring amenity, need to be
developed. Towers need to be carefully spaced, in order
to protect views into and out of an area. They should
also be used as landmarks to accent intersections and
reinforce the structure of the area, or to signify an
important location or concentration of activities.

This would provide the clearest direction for development while providing a greater likelihood of successful
retention of the heritage character in other areas.

"Status Quo": continued incremental development
dispersed across the whole area.

It would contain an inherent risk of "break outs" of
higher density causing further development pressure

High-density residential and mixed-use development

The alternative is to select one or more areas to accept
higher levels of development based on their local ability
to absorb change, and to limit change outside these

for this type of lifestyle experience is expected to
continue well into the next century. This demand could
be accommodated in two broad ways:
•

"Planned concentration"

Workshop
A workshop was organised by DOI and included
representatives from the City of Port Phillip, Melbourne
architects, planners and urban designers. It reviewed
issues summarised in the SWOT analysis (Appendix 3)
and discussed built form options for St Kilda and Port
Melbourne. Appendix 4 outlines the workshop findings.
There was general support for the notion of two
activity precincts separated by the housing precinct.
The protection of the predominantly low-rise form of
the Victorian Precinct was considered fundamental to
any future strategy.
The future direction for Port Melbourne's built form

.1prir

FIGURE 2.12 IDENTIFYING AREAS OF TRANSITION
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Minimal change:

Most workshop participants did not support major
redevelopment of key parts of the St Kilda precinct,

general area of development limited due to inherent

with the exception of St Kilda Junction and landmark
locations. The future direction for St Kilda included
consolidation of the street frontages and selective and
sensitive development of remaining key sites.

urban character, heritage and cultural value
Incremental change:

•

was discussed and generally agreed as a rational future
for large industrial sites centred on Rouse and Bay
Streets. It was emphasised that the negative impact of
new development on the public realm must be
minimised.

strategic development opportunities
Substantial change:
potential for urban consolidation and intensive
development opportunities
Open space

Likely development pressure

13144;as-la-laURA
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2.3 FUTURE POLICY DIRECTIONS
Victoria's Capital City Policy, Annual Report 1996-97
states that "strong alliances also exist between the City,
other parts of the metropolitan area and regional
Victoria. These linkages are being extended and
promoted. This will be actively explored in developing a
•
new framework in 1998... Melbourne will change
radically in its appearance through the transformation
of the Yarra River, and ...a refocus on Port Phillip Bay". ■
The current Capital City Policy Review builds on this
vision of a wider metropolitan urban system. The key
focus will be on strengthening linkages and encouraging the urban precincts to develop their individual
character as major capital city gateways and
drawcards. The foreshore and adjacent precincts have
a key role to play in realising this vision and supporting
both Melbourne's Capital City role and broader
regional initiatives like the Victorian Coastal Strategy.
The strategic analysis and proposed State Urban
Design Policy directions for the Inner Melbourne
Foreshore recognise the urban structure of this area
consisting of two mixed-use urban precincts, that is, St
Kilda and Port Melbourne, flanking the Victorian
Precinct. They are to be considered as key components

St Kilda

The Victorian Precinct

St Kilda is expected continue to be recognised as
having State significance as a pre-eminent cultural and
lifestyle attraction of Melbourne. Its eclectic and diverse
local community centre role will continue to be
complemented by its metropolitan functions as a:

The Victorian Precinct (Middle Park, Emerald Hill and
Albert Park) will continue to offer choice inner Mel-

venue for cultural festivals

bourne housing and lifestyle opportunities. In addition,
it will act as a cultural tourism attraction and its
foreshore will remain a focus for regional recreation.
The change in this area is expected to remain incremental and sympathetic to the existing character.

heritage and cultural interest

•

tourism attraction

■

specialist retail market

■

major food and entertainment destination

•

regional recreation resource

•

medium and high- density housing location.

FIGURE 2.13
CAPITAL CITY POLICY REVIEW 1998-1999
PRELIMINARY CONCEPT FOR METROPOLITAN MELBOURNE:
URBAN NODE SYSTEM.

of a larger interdependent system of urban precincts
and strategic coastal locations (see Fig. 2.19).

Port Melbourne
Port Melbourne will continue its significant State
functions and local roles as:

FIGURE 2.14 POLICY DIRECTION
Areas of intensification of activities for

•

the international and interstate water transport
gateway to Melbourne and Victoria

■

a regional recreation resource linking the CBD to the
foreshore and its water based attractions and events

Substantial change

•

a location with significant potential for an increased
and sustainable mix of residential, retail, business and
commercial uses, providing choice and variety and
capitalising on existing infrastructure.

Incremental change

tourists and visitors

Minimum change

Port Melbourne precinct

Victorian precinct

3
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St Kilda

3.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK
3.1 POLICY CONTEXT
FIGURE 3.1 PORT MELBOURNE 1998

Analysis of the policy directions establishes the need
for a geographic strategy to set design and planning
directions for the foreshore area. The policy directions
already established by the Capital City Policy suggest
the following key issues which must be addressed:
the strategic role played by the_T
i -est-Iomin_e..nhanc—
ing Melbourne's image
the subsequent desired objective to relate the CBD of
Melbourne more closely to Port Phillip Bay

Ninomumui

the importance of a high-quality natural and built
environment.

ft. 141 7i
In addition, the Panel Report on the New Format
Planning Scheme for Port Phillip (March 1998, p. 5)
highlighted the following issues which need to be
addressed:
balancing the dual role which the foreshore plays in
serving the needs of both local residents and a wide
visitor population*
rapid residential development currently occurring as a
result of market preference and State Planning Policy
encouraging medium-density development and urban
consolidation*

FIGURE 3.2 ST KILDA 1998

tension between the, at times competing, demands of
residents to maintain the existing urban character of
the municipality, and the pressures for new residential
development, often of a significantly higher density
and height, or the adaptation of existing period
housing to reflect residential needs of the 1990s*
These issues emphasise the need for a clear government position in relation to the future of Melbourne's
Inner Urban Foreshore.
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3.2 VISION IN CONTEXT
The vision is to bring Melbourne closer to the Bay by
enabling St Kilda and Port Melbourne to become
unique waterfront urban centres that support Melbourne's Capital City role. New development will be
clustered into these two distinct precincts, selected
because of their prominence, accessibility and ability to
provide significant development opportunities.
Port Melbourne, as the closest bayside centre to the
CBD, will act as a waterfront gateway both to bayside
attractions and back to the central city.
The key direction for St Kilda is to recognise its metropolitan role as the city's cultural satellite by the sea,
defined by a complex variety of arts and cultural
activity, social experience and urban form.
The Victorian Precinct, flanked by Port Melbourne and
St Kilda, is a significant part of Melbourne's urban
heritage and fabric, acting both as a cultural tourism
destination and a focus for regional recreation.
The key direction for this precinct is the protection of
the character and scale of the existing development in
areas like Emerald Hill, Albert Park and Middle Park.
Urban Character and Heritage Studies prepared by Port
Phillip Council and present conservation controls
provide for protection of this unique urban fabric.
New development in the Victorian Precinct should be in
accordance with Council policy expressed in the Port
Phillip Planning Scheme Amendment C5. In general,
the scale and character of the existing urban fabric is
to be complemented.
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FIGURE 3.3 VISION IN CONTEXT

3.3 PORT MELBOURNE PRECINCT
FIGURE 3.4 ACTIVITIES - KEY ISSUES

Existing Conditions
Activities

Lack of food or retail services

Activities in Port Melbourne are disjointed, with little
relationship between the functions of Station Pier and
Bay Street and other culturally important sites such as
Gasworks Park

Poor link between Station Pier and Bay Street
Bay Street offers a high concentration of retail and
food activities. At present the retail activities stop at
the Graham Street corner, isolating them from the
foreshore. Visitors at the beach front could be quite

Poor activity links to surrounding areas

unaware of the attractions of Bay Street
Station Pier is the most important water transport
passenger terminal in Melbourne. While it is attracting
an increasing number of users and visitors, there are
few activities on offer to support its terminus function

Rouse Street, little traffic with potential to
become active pedestrian street

0

The Port Melbourne foreshore, which roughly corresponds with the extent of Beach Street, offers little in
terms of food or retail services. There are some
current proposals which may improve this situation

Established activity areas

•
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FIGURE 3.5 CHARACTER ZONES
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•

Port Melbourne's industrial activities are changing
from general manufacturing and warehousing to
specialised production and service. Some of the
traditional industrial activities are being displaced by
new, medium to high -density residential and mixed-

Transport link
_ 1 6) 1

Rouse Street presently carries very little traffic and is
relatively protected from offshore winds. It is well
positioned to become an active pedestrian street,
offering services to support foreshore activities

use development.
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Access and movement
Port Melbourne is easily accessed by both private car
and public transport. Its infrastructure originally
supported far greater levels of activity and is presently
under-utilised. The tramlines terminate at the foreshore
on either side of Bay Street, at Victoria Street and
Station Pier. Other issues include:
conflict between through traffic in Beach and Bay
Streets and the pedestrian activities and links to the
beach
•

poor identification of pedestrian links to the light rail
and tram service
established activities (eg Bay Street) are isolated from
main light rail and tram network

•

very limited car parking to support Station Pier's
function

•

poor pedestrian amenity and legibility.

FIGURE 3.6 ACCESS/MOVEMENT ISSUES
Conflict between through traffic and pedestrian amenity

44
0

1.--

Poor visibility and legibility of public transport

Car parking shortage

Poor pedestrian amenity
Tram system
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Built form and environment
Early Port Melbourne development was defined by the

FIGURE 3.7 HISTORIC STRUCTURE

railway line to Station Pier and the lagoon to the
' //449
,
•

south-east. This area mostly coincides with the devel-

0e

opment opportunities presented by the concentration

40
Transport link

of large industrial sites.
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The original clarity of Port Melbourne as a distinct and
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relatively dense urban centre has been lost this century.
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Original urban structure

At present, it is hardly distinguishable from the overall
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foreshore landscape, despite its important city func-
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tion. The water edge, apart from Station Pier, is less

,,.,d

interesting than during the pre-Second World War
period when three piers and two sea bath structures
were widely used by Melburnians. The opportunity

Former pier location

exists now to recapture some of the original vitality of
this urban foreshore (see Fig 3.7).

44,

Key characteristics of Port Melbourne's urban form are:

Former location of lagoon, defining edge of

•

the flat plain, with a lack of natural land features and
a limited number of distinct structures including

Port Melbourne precinct

Station Pier and the Sandridge Bay development
•

wide, sparsely landscaped streets presenting a
relatively unattractive pedestrian environment reflecting its industrial past

▪

the developing character of Beacon Cove and other
developments like the Anchorage and HMAS Lonsdale

FIGURE 3.8 BUILT FORM - ENVIRONMENT KEY ISSUES

offering new residential opportunities ranging from
medium/high-rise apartments to low-rise mediumdensity units

Substantial structures. (Station Pier, Sandridge Bay
Tower, Beacon Cove and Port Melbourne Town Hall)
▪

its mixture of industrial, residential and commercial
buildings

Open spaces / foreshore

•

its central activity role is not easily recognisable in its
built form

▪

its strong grid layout providing for legibility.

Poor pedestrian environment

Area of limited legibility

Poor urban definition of Port Melbourne

Beacon Cove development
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A Vision for the Port Melbourne precinct
The vision is to reposition Port Melbourne to become a
vibrant and distinctive urban centre supporting the
CBD and responding to its waterfront location. Port
Melbourne as the closest bayside centre to the CBD,
will act as both a gateway to the Bay and to the city
from the Bay. A significant intensification of activities
and resident population will bring a more complex mix
of retail and entertainment, enhancing Melbourne's
image, particularly as seen from the Bay.
The form and scale of new development will be guided
by:
architecture that considers and expresses the maritime
theme
the mixed-use nature of the area
protecting and enhancing the environmental quality
of the public realm, in particular the foreshore area
and main pedestrian streets
issues of pedestrian legibility, accessibility and amenity
throughout and around Port Melbourne.

*The precise definition of precinct boundaries will be the
subject of future work. The current designated areas
shown on the maps are indicative only.
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FIGURE 3.9 THE VISION FOR PORT MELBOURNE
Broader edge of precinct

Key existing activity

Proposed activity

Clearly visible precinct form; consolidation of
medium/high density and mixed use; improved
pedestrian amenity links
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Port Melbourne urban design objectives

W2-7 )

For activities
•

promote public enjoyment of the foreshore

•

respond to the unique opportunity of mixed-use in this
bayside location, promoting a compatible and sustainable mix of residential, business and entertainment
uses throughout the precinct

•

•

•

FIGURE 3.10 ACTIVITIES - DESIGN OBJECTIVES
Established food and retail activities.

SVC

New activities link.

improve the range of community and recreational
activities for locals and visitors

•

eb "K'

develop better activity links between Bay Street and
Station Pier meeting the needs of both regional and

SO

Potential water edge public activities.

international visitors

Active edge to be encouraged.

encourage food and entertainment activities along
Beach and Rouse Streets, linking the residential areas
of Beacon Cove and Albert Park with Bay Street

Recreation / open space system.

encourage water-related activities.
Water activity focus.
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For access and movement
•

FIGURE 3.11 ACCESS AND MOVEMENT -DESIGN OBJECTIVES

encourage new development which supports and
contributes to the establishment of a high quality
pedestrian environment and supports pedestrian
linkages through improved street frontages, particularly within the Bay Street retail hub

Station Pier

•

improve access to and visibility of pedestrian links to
the adjacent areas and attractions

Existing major road and through route
maximise the use of public transport by residents and
visitors

Pedestrian network improved

improve and manage public access to the foreshore
and Station Pier, and improve car parking provisions in
a strategic manner

Existing tram line
Potential loop
•

strengthen links between the light rail and Bay Street

•

explore the potential for a tram loop along Beach
Street to link the Station Pier and Victoria Street
terminuses

Improve recreational track
New parking to be provided as a part of redevelopment

improve pedestrian links from the Bay Street shops to
the beach and encourage active uses to support and
extend the pedestrian environment
•

develop Rouse Street as an active pedestrian link
improve pedestrian amenity within the Bay Street
retail hub.
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For built form and environment
■

respond to the unique bayside context

•

support diversity and innovation in the emerging built

FIGURE 3.12 BUILT FORM - DESIGN OBJECTIVES

form and environment
•

Clearly visible precinct form;
consolidation of medium-density mixed-use

encourage built form which is contemporary and
compatible with Port Melbourne's gateway role,

Low-rise Bay Street corridor

reinforcing the precinct's identity on the Bay and its
significance in Melbourne and clearly differentiating

Consistent low rise urban edge

the precinct from the lower scale adjoining areas
Visual gateway
•

maximise views to the bay by placing taller elements
away from the waterfront

■

create view sharing to the bay from high rise buildings

•

recognise and protect significant views and vistas

■

encourage new structures along the foreshore that
support public use and mark the Port Melbourne
section of the foreshore

Existing landmark
MN NM

■

Significant view to be maintained
Open space to be protected from overshadowing

Potential for new public water edge structures

Improved street landscaping
•

higher density development is designed to protect the
environmental quality (eg solar access, wind and
overshadowing mitigation) of the foreshore and other
public open spaces within the precinct, including
streets and civic spaces with high pedestrian usage
(eg Bay Street and Gasworks)

•

create streets that have a comfortable relationship of
street width to building height

■

encourage buildings with an active interface to the
street

■

develop an urban character and visual presence for
the core activity area centred on Rouse and Bay
Streets encouraging built form which maintains light
to the street and is designed at a scale compatible
with pedestrian usage

•

provide a visual focus at the intersections of Bay Street
and Beaconsfield Parade

•

consider streets, parks and small squares as the public
open space of residents and visitors who, by the
nature of higher density living, have less private open
space

■

identify and develop new opportunities for public
open spaces.
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Potential boulevard treatment

Access and movement

I1E9ag 3.4 ST KILDA PRECINCT

Most visitors to St Kilda come by car. Lack of car
parking and the high volume of traffic affect the
environment and amenity of this area. In addition, the

Existing Conditions

following issues were identified:

Activities

Active areas. (Including St Kilda Pier, the
Palais and Luna Park)

The St Kilda area is successful as a specialised activity
centre for Melbourne. However the road interchange

Poor activity connection.

at St Kilda Junction isolates St Kilda from the alternative activities of Chapel Street, Prahran and St Kilda

•

conflict between through traffic, local access and
pedestrian links (especially the Lower Esplanade)

•

Road

good public transport links; direct access to the CBD
and to Caulfield, Hawthorn and Kew, but inadequate
links along the foreshore

Potential for an increased density of

Local events and activities offer choice and variety, but

commercial / residential uses.

0

are often not well linked. In particular, Fitzroy Street,
is not readily accessible for visitors to Acland Street

Water edge activities within adequate links to
•

the established activity areas.
Civic and commercial activities.

The scale of events such as the St Kilda Festival and
the Melbourne Grand Prix) makes this a precinct of
State significance, however the infrastructure (eg
pedestrian network, bridges, etc.) is in parts insuffi-

•

limited car parking

•

lack of a safe and cohesive system of pedestrian links
between open spaces and other attractions

•

poor accessibility for pedestrians at St Kilda Junction
which restricts movement between St Kilda, Chapel
Street, Prahran and St Kilda Road

cient for such use
The water edge activities (the beach and beach related •
developments) are also a metropolitan attraction and
may have the potential for further intensification.

mm n

Some attractions hold large public appeal and
collectively play an important civic role on a metropolitan scale (eg Luna Park, the Palais Theatre, St Kilda
Pier). However, the success of St Kilda impacts on the
lifestyle of the local community, in particular demand
for car parking

•

FIGURE 3.14 ACCESS AND MOVEMENT - KEY ISS

St Kilda Junction area could include increased car
parking; there is potential for an increased density of
commercial and residential uses

Main traffic flows
Areas of pedestrian traffic conflict

Areas of high demand for carparking

Poor pedestrian accessibility

Demand for pedestrian access between the
foreshore and the active areas of St Kilda
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Built form and environment

e
--

The built form and open space system of the St Kilda
precinct is among the most vibrant in metropolitan
Melbourne due to the resort function of this area and
the historically liberal approach to new architectural
styles. With the exception of St Kilda Junction, the

FIGURE 3.15 BUILT FORM - KEY ISSUES.
Structures limiting pedestrian amenity

Upper Esplanade and a few other locations, the urban
form and scale of development is well established.

Significant cultural structures
Some Crown owned and under-utilised assets in this
precinct require redevelopment and are the subject of
separate studies.

Inconsistent urban edge to important public space and amenity

01
_

Characteristics of St Kilda's urban form include:
•

St Kilda's built heritage which is strong and among
the most significant in Melbourne

•

the topography of St Kilda is not legible due to areas
of high-rise buildings along Beaconsfield Parade
diminishing the role of the most important foreshore
edge ; this also impacts views and vistas of St Kilda

Areas of high rise development impacting on the legibility of
the St Kilda foreshore

Key foreshore views to and from St Kilda
Open space

•

the system of public open spaces is important in
heritage value and as a resource to the local and
wider metropolitan community (for example, Peanut
Farm Reserve Gardens, Catani Gardens, O'Donnell
Gardens and Alfred Square)

•

the streetscape on the Upper Esplanade lacks visual
cohesion and pedestrian activity

•

Principal nodal points

principle nodes could be improved to assist orientation
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A Vision for the St Kilda precinct
The key direction for St Kilda is to recognise and build
on its metropolitan role as the city's cultural satellite by
the sea defined by a complex variety of artistic activity,

FIGURE 3.16 THE VISION FOR ST KILDA

social experience and urban form. This complexity has
arisen because traditionally it has been an area of
change. Management and coordination is required to
enable this dynamic to flourish and continue while
careful development of key landmark sites and incre-

Existing activity/ character areas
New/ enhanced concentration of activities
System of significant nodes and
activity generators

mental development of infill sites can contribute to
these special place -making qualities.

Connecting road
Existing link

Important characteristics, which will be encouraged
and enhanced, include:

Enhanced link
Major pedestrian connection

variety and complexity of buildings

Improved pedestrian access to foreshore
Strengthened urban form

•

Open space

artistic expression with the architecture, especially on
key sites
street furniture and landscape appropriate to the
seaside

•

great diversity of uses in the main activity centres

•

attractive pedestrian environments encouraging
promenade activity and linkages from the retail centre
to the beach
The form and scale of new development should be
guided by the:

•

recognition and improvement of existing built form
along the Esplanade as a part of the coastal landscape

•

requirement to distinguish the urban form of St Kilda
from surrounding areas (particularly the Victorian
Precinct)

•

requirement for a strategic review of the St Kilda
Junction area including pedestrian accessibility, car
parking, public transport and built form supportive of
its gateway role

•

impact on the surrounding areas and the foreshore
*The precise definition of precinct boundaries will be
the subject of future work. The current designated
areas shown on the maps are indicative only.
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St Kilda urban design objectives

FIGURE 3.17 ST KILDA ACTIVITIES - DESIGN OBJECTIVES

For activities
•

Established activities

New activity links

•

recognise the State significance of activities in this
precinct and improve their diversity and degree of
attractiveness (promote continuity, active frontages)
promote general public enjoyment of the foreshore
and increase visitor attraction and amenity

Improved water adge activities

Proposed activities at key locations

Open space

•

recognise and protect the needs of the local community in relation to localised levels of activity

•

encourage water-related activities

•

consolidate isolated strengths and create a cohesive
urban system linking:
Acland Street
Luna Park precinct
Lower and Upper Esplanades
Foreshore parks and gardens
Fitzroy Street

•

improve linkages to add a new experience and expand
on opportunities for new activities

For access and movement
improve and manage general public access to the St
Kilda precinct (sense of arrival, potential gateways,
increased car parking)

FIGURE 3.18 ST KILDA MOVEMENT - DESIGN OBJECTIVES

improve access linkages to attractions in adjacent
suburbs/precincts via improved public transport links

Major road
Secondary road

improve pedestrian networks
Tram network
•

encourage access by public transport and links to car

Pedestrian network

parks located away from the foreshore

Proposed pedestrian links

strengthen links between local levels of activity
especially linking Acland and Fitzroy Streets

Rail link
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St Kilda urban design objectives
For activities

FIGURE 3.17 ST KILDA ACTIVITIES - DESIGN OBJECTIVES
•

recognise the State significance of activities in this
precinct and improve their diversity and degree of
attractiveness (promote continuity, active frontages)

•

promote general public enjoyment of the foreshore
and increase visitor attraction and amenity

•

recognise and protect the needs of the local community in relation to localised levels of activity

•

encourage water-related activities

•

consolidate isolated strengths and create a cohesive
urban system linking:

Established activities

New activity links

Improved water adge activities

3

Proposed activities at key locations

Open space

Acland Street
Luna Park precinct
Lower and Upper Esplanades
Foreshore parks and gardens
Fitzroy Street
improve linkages to add a new experience and expand
on opportunities for new activities

For access and movement
improve and manage general public access to the St
Kilda precinct (sense of arrival, potential gateways,
increased car parking)

FIGURE 3.18 ST KILDA MOVEMENT - DESIGN OBJECTIVES
121111111111111111111••••••

Major road

improve access linkages to attractions in adjacent
suburbs/precincts via improved public transport links

Secondary road
improve pedestrian networks
Tram network
•

4

-

encourage access by public transport and links to car

Pedestrian network

parks located away from the foreshore

Proposed pedestrian links

strengthen links between local levels of activity
especially linking Acland and Fitzroy Streets

Rail link
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For built form and environment
■

respond to the unique bayside context

■

support diversity and innovation in the emerging built

FIGURE 3.19 ST KILDA BUILT FORM - DESIGN OBJECTIVES

form and environment
•

recognise and reinforce the topography of the area

•

protect the foreshore and open space areas

•

improve the visual relationship and through built
form, forge a stronger spatial/activity relationship
across the Upper Esplanade to the foreshore

Consolidation of urban edge
Landmark locations and opportunities

•

Open space network
Principal nodal points

4

-•

(both immediate and long-range)
■

investigate the potential for new structures along the
foreshore that contribute to its role as a major public
place and provide visual interest from the main public
approaches (St Kilda Pier, Beaconsfield Parade and
Marine Parade )

■

design higher density development to protect the
environmental quality (eg. solar access, wind and
overshadowing mitigation) of the foreshore and other
public open spaces within the precinct including
streets and civic spaces with high pedestrian usage

•

celebrate the urban section of the foreshore and its
recreational activities through landmark structures
which emphasise the local topography

■

retain and enhance existing landmarks

•

provide coherence to existing ad hoc high-rise
buildings and give a bold expression of this precinct
as a gateway to inner Melbourne

•
•

improve legibility and orientation
develop Alfred Square as a more effective urban
space with improved linkages across tothe Lower
Esplanade

•

Views and vistas

recognise and enhance significant views and vistas

develop a strategy to link and enhance the squares
and parks.
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NOM 1E11 NM •

Boulevard treatment

3.5 CONCLUSION

Key recommendations
1. That Gateway to the Bay be adopted by State and local
government authorities and appropriately expressed in
the State Planning Policy Framework and the Port
Phillip Planning Scheme.

The Inner Melbourne Foreshore, extending from Port
Melbourne to St Kilda, is a vital part of the urban
environment of the Capital City. As with other inner
city centres of activity such as Carlton, Fitzroy and
Williamstown, it is vital to State interests that this area 2. That in accordance with the requirements of Section
12 of the Planning and Environment Act, Port Phillip
effectively supports the Melbourne's Capital City role.
City
Council has regard to the Victoria Planning
In addition, the Inner Melbourne Foreshore is pivotal to
and Gateway to the Bay when its Municipal
Provisions
the city and to the long-term goal of embracing the
Strategic
Statement
and Planning Scheme are reBay.
viewed.
The proximity to the CBD, together with development
trends favouring inner city development, is leading to
increased investment and visitor interest. This pressure
is likely to increase as the Docklands development and
the Melbourne City Link reach fruition.
This framework proposes that the focus for development should remain within the two designated
precincts, centred around Bay Street, Port Melbourne
and the St Kilda commercial and tourist precinct.
Detailed urban structure plans should be prepared to
address the State priority goals established in this
report and to prepare urban design guidelines and
policies to ensure a high standard of design amenity is
reached.

3. That coordination and implementation groups be
established to manage areas of joint State and local
government interest.
4. That a detailed urban structure plan with urban design
policies and guidelines be prepared for both St Kilda
and Port Melbourne, to identify actions and projects
for implementation and establish priorities for future
consideration.
5. That significant development applications located
within the precincts of Port Melbourne and St Kilda,
designated within this framework, include an Urban
Context Report conforming to current DOI guidelines
(see Appendix 1).

The detailed plans should identify possible projects and
actions for implementation and establish future
priorities for future consideration.
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INTERIM GUIDELINES FOR THE
URBAN CONTEXT REPORT
( 22 January 1999, Revision 5 )

Purpose
The Urban Context Report is required as an aid in the
assessment of new development proposals. It should
provide a high level of communication and understanding of design performance objectives and

PRE DESIGN ANALYSIS
Pre Design Analysis must be prepared in advance of
the design. The purpose of the Pre Design Analysis is
to record and evaluate existing conditions information
on the site and surrounds, acknowledging key contextual elements and their effects on the site. Pre Design

Analysis should establish the basis of the Design
Response.

•

Character of adjacent buildings

•

Vehicular access and car parking

•

Public amenity

•

Constraints/opportunities

•

envelope capacity of site relative to:

-

The preparation of an Urban Context Report is required
for Development Applications in the City of Melbourne
planning area and on all projects for which the
Minister for Planning and Local Government is the
responsible authority.
The Victoria Planning Provisions also outline the
requirement for an analysis and statement on how the
proposed development responds to the site and its
context for all permit applications not covered by The
Good Design Guide for Medium Density Housing
Revision No 2, Department of Infrastructure. (Refer to

State Planning Policy Framework, Design and Built
Form, clause 19.03-2).

Contents
The Urban Context Report should be presented in two

Statutory Requirements & Existing Conditions
Design Brief
The purpose of this section is to identify and document
■
existing site conditions and regulatory constraints
applicable to the specific site and in relation to:

•

statutory requirements & existing conditions

•

site analysis

•

urban context analysis.

Design Response
•

development proposal

•

impact statement.

design objectives and criteria

Impact of the proposal on public domain relative to:
•

key vantage points
-

civic spaces

-

streetscape

-

pedestrian interface
traffic
vehicular access and parking

-

infrastructure.

■

Microclimate

DESIGN RESPONSE

Planning Scheme controls and overlays
Heritage and Landmark controls

Design Response should elaborate the development
proposal and build upon the information established in
the Pre Design Analysis. An emphasis on clear and
pertinent documentation of the proposal in both two
and three-dimensional media should be acknowledged
as essential to the acceptance of a successful UCR.

Existing buildings and streetscape
Trees and other significant vegetation on the site and
in surrounds.

daylight provisions
overshadowing, existing/proposed
sky plane accessibility

Urban Context / Site Analysis

daylight penetration to internal public spaces

Development proposal

An assessment of relevant information identifying the
development opportunities and constraints on the site
and precinct in relation to:

Communication of the site specific design response at
its most fundamental level relative to:
•

Schedule of proposed uses

Land use/subdivision pattern

•

Concept

Pedestrian flows and linkages

-

building design statement

Significant view and vistas

-

diagrams describing the 3-D bulk and massing within
the localised urban context.

Urban context analysis / precinct

Urban Impact
skyline / bulk & mass

The responsible authority should be given the opportu- nity to review the Pre Design Analysis prior to commencement of design work.

Municipal Strategic Statement and other relevant
policies

parts:

Pre Design Analysis

Impact Statement

site lines, streetscape, mass/form of neighbouring
buildings, supporting visual documentation as
required

subsequent design proposals.

community contributions/public domain.

-

daylight to landscaped areas

-

wind effects.

Dominant height and scale of surrounding area
■

Statistics

Vehicular traffic movement, access and car parking
floor area calculations (use and level)
Public amenity
efficiency (net to gross ratio).
Constraints/ opportunities
•

Ground floor public amenity

Site analysis
-

pedestrian interface

-

public open spaces

-

landscape design plan

Analytical site plan/sections
Pedestrian flows and linkages
Significant view and vistas
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INDICATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR THE EVALUATION OF STATE POLICY IN INNER MELBOURNE FORESHORE
Key elements

Indicators and Targets

Reporting

Trend in range and intensity of development
on public transport routes per areas

Large medium-density and high-density
projects at Beacon Cove, Port Melbourne;
along Queens Road and St Kilda Road

1.0 Settlement

1.1 Consolidation of existing urban areas and especially higher-density
and mixed-use development near public transport routes (State
Planning Policy Framework - Clause 14, 14.01-01).

Smaller scale medium-density has emerged
around St Kilda

2.0 Environment

2.1 Environmentally sensitive areas with significant recreational value
such as the ... Western Port and Port Phillip Bays and their foreshores
... should be protected from development which would diminish their
environmental, conservation or recreation values (State Planning Policy
Framework - Clause 14, 14.02-2).

Achievement of State objectives

2.2 In coastal areas, to assist the protection and maintenance of
significant environmental features and sustainable use of natural
coastal resources (State Planning Policy Framework - Clause 15,
15.08-1).

Achievement of State objectives

Continued high use of beach areas for
recreation including boating demonstrates
sustainability.

2.3 To assist the conservation of places that have natural,
environmental, aesthetic, historic, cultural or social significance as a
means of understanding our past and enhancing Victoria's image
(State Planning Policy Framework - Clause 15, 15.11-1).
•

Retention or loss trend

Re-establishment of penguin habitat
demonstrates local natural environmental
improvement

Inconsistent
Some loss of amenity has occurred through
overdevelopment of foreshore areas

Social, cultural and historical context
maintained through Luna Park, Gasworks and
other such projects
Threats to other significant locations eg.
Seabaths, Victorian precinct

2.4 To maintain or enhance public enjoyment of the coast
(Victorian Coastal Strategy - p33).

Trend in range of public activity

Increased use of foreshore for festivals
concerts etc.
Increased yachting competition

2.5 New structures on foreshore land should maintain or enhance
community access to and use of the foreshore(Victorian Coastal
Strategy - p37).

Community access

Access to the foreshore generally maintained
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Key elements

Indicators and targets

Reporting

Range of housing available

The housing range has increased through
developments such as Beacon Cove. This has
not necessarily translated into a significant
population increase.
Housing range has improved through
developments such as Beacon Cove and other
locations in the municipality (See Reporting
under 1.0 Settlement).
High number of single person households
especially (43%).

4.1 To encourage the concentration of major retail, commercial,
administrative, entertainment and cultural development into activity
centres which provide a variety of land uses and are highly accessible
to the community:
> range of shopping facilities
> range of uses and services
> good accessibility (all modes of transport)
> good pedestrian access
> attractive environments for community activities
(State Policy Planning Framework - Clause 17, 17.01-1).

Commercial node developments

Concentration of commercial services
reasonably sustained.

4.2 To encourage tourism development to maximise the employment
and long-term economic, social and cultural benefits of developing the
State as a competitve domestic and international tourist destination
(State Policy Planning Framework - Clause 17, 17.04-1.)

New tourism opportunites

3.0 Housing

3.1 To encourage the development of well-designed medium-density
housing to improve housing choice, making better use of exisiting
infrastructure and improve energy efficiency of housing (State Planning
Policy Framework - Clause 16, 16.02-01).

4.0 Economic Development

More opportunities still exist particularly
within the Port Melbourne node.

Station Pier development successful in
attracting more cruise ships.
More ferry services providing links to
Williamstown and other locations.
St Kilda's fame as an eating and
entertainment area is growing.

4.3 To build on Melbourne's strengths as an international transport,
production and communications hub (Living Suburbs, pg 25).

Increased visitations
Increased specialised companies in area

Noticeable increase in activity at Station Pier.
Port Melbourne's growing reputation as
centre of excellence in communications eg.
specialist business incubator.
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Key elements

Indicators and Targets

Reporting

Trend in redevelopment of under-utilised land

Inconsistent

5.0 Infrastructure
5.1 Encouraging development in areas with under-used infrastructure
capacity (Living Suburbs, pg 60).

Some key development sites remain,
particularly in the Port Melbourne commercial
node
6.0 Design & Built form
6.1 To achieve high quality of urban design and architecture that:
>reflects the particular characteristics, aspirations and cultural identity
of the community
>enhances livability, diversity, amenity and safety of public realm
>promotes attactiveness of towns and cities within broader strategic
context.

Achievement of State objectives

6.2 Establishment of gateways to inner Melbourne (Capital City Policy,
pg 36 - 37).

Visibility / legibility

Some real successes achieved, eg Gasworks
Park, Acland Street, Beacon Cove
Further opportunities exist

The link between Station Pier, Bay Street, Port
Melbourne and Central Melbourne remains
poor and could be enhanced through careful
design
Provision of gateways
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SWOT ANALYSIS
Strengths (to capitalise on)

Weaknesses (to address)

Opportunities (available)

Threats (to minimise)

Strategic location in relation to
CBD

Relativity featureless topography

To recognise and strengthen local
identity, culture and regional
activity specialisation

Conflict between the needs of
local residents and visitors

Existing infrastructure often
underutilised, strong public
transport network

Large scale of the foreshore
landscape difficult to read in
urban context

To provide an effective system of
functional and built form links
between St Kilda and St Kilda
Road and Port Melbourne and
Southbank and the CBD

Strong development pressure
with an absence of State/Local
Government co-ordinated vision
for the foreshore

State and metropolitan significant
transport facilities

Significant through traffic
(Beaconsfield Pde and St Kilda
Junction) affecting pedestrian
amenity and access to the
foreshore

To improve tram and car parking
facilities within the St Kilda and
Port Melbourne nodes

Further demand of accessibility
by car to this area

Heritage values at many points
and specific structures

Poor built form and activity links
between St Kilda and Port
Melbourne and the adjacent
Capital City functions such as
Southbank and St Kilda Road
commercial corridor

To strategically increase
development intensity within the
Port Melbourne precinct, based
on the post industrial land,
reinforcing in built form the
Capital City Policy gateway role

Inappropriate, incremental
development undermining
heritage and, or environmental
values

Diversity and strength of local
culture

Inappropriately located high rise
development in random locations
along the foreshore

To re-develop St Kilda Junction in
order to rationalise parking,
public transport and pedestrian
linkages while releasing
development potential of this
area

Loss of local culture due to
tourism pressures

To attract visitors

Pressure on recreation access and
view access.

Size of developable land lots,
particularly in Port Melbourne
Significant tourism and
recreational attractions such as
entertainment precinct of St Kilda,
lively streets, parks and the
foreshore, Albert Park Grand Prix
and Aquatic Centre
Attractive man-made environment
including relatively consistent
Victorian Precinct and complex,
eclectic nodes of St Kilda and Port
Melbourne,strong rectangular
grid at Port Melbourne
Well developed hierarchy of
streets with appropriate
landscape (from boulevard to
local street)
Significant employment nodes
Foreshore activity
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APPENDIX 4
WORKSHOP ON THE INNER MELBOURNE FORESHORE

O

what is an appropriate intensity of development for

O

this area. density... need for a range of
models...question about high rise....how is increased
density to be achieved
O

Date: Monday 28 September 1998

issues of models, high-rise 'markers', and extent,
suppression of markers in conservation area which
pop up in Port Melbourne

development and/ or other forms of open space
might be pursued
O

Time: 9am - 1pm
0

are there any good examples of Gold Coast?

0

quality of any marker is essential.... design

0

the view of the space.... from outside, from within

0

considerations of 'marker form', location, sunshadow

O

Background

O

Analysis/ Proposed Urban Design Policy

O

Break - Discussion

O

Potential Urban Form outcomes for Port Melbourne &

0

O

Critique - Discussion

O

Conclusion

O

built form nodes, activities, linkages, beach and
contact... permeability of development

O

two aspects: - Rouse Street upgrade as new retail/
leisure strip discussion; 2) Bay Street...street level

Workshop Outcomes

O

Middle Park was seen as a low-rise conservation area
preserving a low-rise datum to the Bay between the
nodes of St Kilda and Port Melbourne
Port Melbourne: where is its focus and what is its
identity. St Kilda is an inner city resort, what is Port
Melbourne's identity. Station Pier represents a special
node along the waterfront edge and an entry point
for Melbourne therefore its strengths lie in acting as a
water edge focus; history of terminus identity

O

Port Melbourne link to CBD

O

Port Melbourne framework.... difficult to use a sitespecific study because of the macro scale of the
location.

the case for horizontality can be argued at some
length, however implicit in this recommendation is
the establishment of a height datum for Upper
Esplanade sites....no decision/consideration was given
as to whether this should be at the existing 15, or 20
to 25 stories

O

following from the above, it was argued that the
quality of individual buildings/objects along the
Esplanade is critical to urban design outcomes, ie that
they should be of the highest quality and that given
that proviso, should all be different in their architec-

problem of community perception of wider range of
options, normalising of introspection rather than

ture and materiality
O

this was taking a cue from local architectural character, where the dominant characteristic is of an eclectic
mix, over time and across styles

O

urban design by collage and collision

O

the idea that buildings higher than the current upper
esplanade datum should be located behind so they
don't detract from the edge reading

St Kilda precinct:
consideration of St Kilda foreshore and of sites within
precinct should start with consideration of the whole,
from macro to micro

O

issues of bay/water relationship to precinct, integral to
urban design considerations, ie intensification of
water use, structures that engage with the water, new
program ideas, activities

O

interpenetration/overlapping of functional layers, ie
water, foreshore, entertainment precinct (triangle),
issues of public versus
upper esplanade sites etc
private, high visibility of sites, topography, reading of
scale and distance, issues of connection and disconnection

O

issues of connection within and beyond foreshore
precinct considered i.e. giving physical expression to
obvious functional links between Fitzroy and Acland
Streets seen as unnecessary ... generally disconnection, discontinuity and dysfunction seen as virtuous as
their opposites, and arguably more characteristic of St
Kilda; most necessary physical connections were seen
as lateral across the layers (east/ west) Jacka Boulevard
being the major impediment

Port Melbourne precinct:
O

O

bigger view.

O

that this is urban design by the aggregation of the
parts; that the edge or wall form the link between
Fitzroy and Acland Streets; that this strip be programmed as separate i.e. generally not have Fitzroy
and Acland Street elements flow around the corner

activity, extension of uses
O

Following a brief introduction to the background of
the project, two groups were formed. One was led by
Ian McDougall to discuss Port Melbourne's development direction, the other by Ross Ramus for that of St
Kilda. At the end of the workshop, conclusions were
presented by the group leaders and a summary given
by the moderator.

O

typology : -low-rise perimeter (eg mews) gated
lifestyle model
-high-rise/ podium
-hybrid blocks combined with city edge activity

St Kilda- Workshop

in relation to Upper Esplanade sites, it was agreed
that a reading of the whole strip was seen as more
important than the parts; that its perception as an
edge be reinforced and be horizontal in character

Venue: The Boardroom, Level 29, Nauru House

Workshop Agenda

in relation to triangle site (entertainment precinct) ....
the creation of parkland space not seen as necessary
objective, i.e. options involving more intensive
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